NOW GROWTH INCENTIVE PROGRAM

NEW

ANow 2.0 starts on January 1, 2018

Earn more by following these simple steps:
For *New ABOs in the 1st 6 months in the business

extra
₱1,000.00**

Newly
Sponsored
ABO
With 50 PPV

=

IN THE SAME MONTH

For New & Existing ABOs.
Earn Unlimited Income.
Earn ₱1,000.00 in the same
month for every frontline who
will earn the full ₱3,000.00.
The mentor bonus is unlimited
(no cap).

*For New ABOs please refer to FAQ No. 1 at the backpage
**Bonus will be subjected to Withholdng Tax

Newly
Sponsored
ABO
With 50 PPV

+

Newly
Sponsored
ABO
(In the same
month)

=

₱3,000.00**
Bonus per month

50 PPV

Mentor
with
100 PPV

₱1,000.00**

New ABOs

MENTOR BONUS

YOU
with
100 PPV

₱2,000.00**

50 PPV
100 PPV
50 PPV

ANow BONUS for the first 6 months in the business
The ANow Bonus is an incentive for new ABOs
to kick-off a strong start in the Amway business.

3. How can I qualify for ₱3,000.00 bonus?
You should personally purchase a minimum of
100 PPV and sponsor three (3) new frontlines
with 50 PPV each in the same month.

Mechanics:
Generate 100 PPV & sponsor two (2) new ABOs
with 50 PPV each in the same month to earn
₱2,000.00. Add one (1) more new frontline with
50 PPV to receive additional ₱1,000.00 for a
maximum ANow Bonus of ₱3,000.00 per month.

4. How can I qualify for the Mentor Bonus?
Have at least 100 PPV and a frontline who
received ₱3,000.00 ANow 2.0 bonus in the same
month.

Unlimited MENTOR BONUS!

5. How many times can I earn from the Mentor
Bonus in one (1) month?
You can earn unlimited Mentor Bonus in a month.

The Mentor Bonus is a reward for new & existing
ABOs for consistenly building the business.
Mechanics:
Generate 100 PPV & encourage your new
frontline/s to earn the maximum Anow Bonus
payout of ₱3,000.00 in the same month to
receive the Mentor Bonus of ₱1,000.00. No limit for
the Mentor Bonus per month as long as you have
“New Frontlines” earning ₱3,000.00 per month.

ANOW 2.0

Frequently Ask Questions
1. Who are eligible to qualify?
• New ABOs who started on January 1, 2018
onwards have 6 months to qualify for the
ANow Bonus 2.0.
• ABOs who signed up from February 1, 2017
to December 31, 2017 can qualify for the
ANow Bonus 2.0 until June 30, 2018.
• All ABOs are eligible to qualify for the Mentor Bonus.
2. How much can an ABO earn through the
ANow 2.0 Bonus in one (1) month?
• Maximum of ₱3,000.00.
- Earn ₱2,000.00 when you sponsor a minimum
of two (2) new frontline ABOs in the same
month, plus earn an extra ₱1,000.00 if you
sponsor your new third frontline ABO.

NEW

6. If I already earned a Mentor Bonus from my
frontline this month, am I still eligible to
receive a Mentor Bonus if the same frontline
completes three (3) ANow Bonus next month?

NOW

Yes. You can still receive a Mentor Bonus from
your frontline if you have 100 PPV.

GROWTH INCENTIVE PROGRAM

7. Do I get an ANow Bonus for the same frontline
every month if they continue to make 50PPV?
No. An ABO get paid only once for one (1) new
frontline.
8. If my new frontline wants to qualify for the
ANow Bonus, how much additional PPV do
they have to make in one (1) month?
Since they already have 50 PPV, they just need to
add another 50 PPV to complete 100 PPV and sign
up at least two (2) new frontlines with 50 PPV.
9. When and how do I get my ANOW bonus and
will it be subjected to any applicable tax?
You will receive your ANow Bonus on a monthly
basis, this will be credited together with the monthly
core bonus every month through your Amway
registered GCash or bank account. ANow and
Mentor Bonuses are subject to withholding tax.
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